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Abstract: In the brief massacre scene at the end of David Malouf’s 1993 novel 

Remembering Babylon an unusual weapon of frontier murder is introduced to Australian 

narrative prose: the swinging stirrup iron. In Alex Miller’s 2002 novel, Journey to the 

Stone Country, the stirrup iron returns to wreak even more murderous havoc. The 

stirrup iron functions here to provide a symbolic link to the particularities of violence in 

colonial Queensland, for it specifically connects the iconic national figure of the 

cattleman/drover with the killing of Aboriginal people on the frontier. This article 

examines these texts, and, more briefly, other representations of the Australian 

cattleman in contemporary Queensland fiction, against a backdrop of recent historical 

research that reconfigures cattle and their human managers as central to the story of 

frontier murder and the stealing of Aboriginal land that constituted the colonisation of 

large parts of Australia, especially of Queensland, in the latter half of the nineteenth 

century.  
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In David Malouf’s 1993 novel Remembering Babylon a brutal incident of mass murder 

occurs towards the end of the story. A group of white cattlemen and two Aboriginal 

Native Police, on horseback in late nineteenth-century north Queensland, ride into a 

clearing to kill a group of Aboriginal men, women and children. Instead of shooting 

them, however, they ride at their victims swinging a stirrup iron at the end of a stirrup 

leather through the air. Each rider smashes his iron with violent force into the back of 

the head of each fleeing victim. This is how Gemmy, the central character in the novel, 

is believed to have died along with some of the last of the group of Aboriginal people 

who adopted him as an English boy-castaway many years before. The stirrup iron is 

used again to kill Aboriginal people in Alex Miller’s 2002 novel Journey to the Stone 

Country. It is certainly an unusual choice of weapon. But used as an instrument of 

murder in these narratives it provides a powerful symbolic link to the particularities of 

frontier violence in colonial Queensland, for the stirrup iron connects horse riders, cattle 

pastoralism and the iconic figure of the cattleman/drover, directly with the killing of 

Aboriginal people on the frontier.  
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Whereas in recent decades a number of Australian fiction writers have sought to 

implicate various colonial characters—the settler, the convict-turned-simple-farmer, the 

explorer, the colonial administrator—in the colonisation and dispossession of 

Aboriginal people, the one invader of territory who appears to have escaped scrutiny 

(but who is possibly the most ubiquitous of all on many colonial frontiers) is the 

cattleman. The cattleman or, to Australianise him, the drover, remains a revered figure 

in Australian folklore; he is a kind of innocent untouchable, someone beyond 

postcolonial critique, whose archetypal image is even benign enough for Baz Luhrmann 

to revive and re-mould (in the person of Hugh Jackman in the 2008 film Australia) as a 

liberal-minded friend of Aboriginal people. However, a close reading of a number of 

contemporary novels set in both historical and contemporary Queensland reveals an 

attempt to de-mystify and de-mythologise that icon of the Australian bush, the Clancy-

of-the-Overflow figure in Australian fiction. This critique of the iconic figure of the 

cattleman/drover in fiction writing, which I will elaborate on shortly, is occurring within 

the context of new historical research into the scale of quasi state-sanctioned violence 

unleashed on Aboriginal people on Queensland’s colonial frontier. 

 

Going back to nineteenth-century records, Queensland’s historians are now being 

confronted with evidence of the professionalism of the raiding parties that were a mark 

of frontier killings in Queensland, making that region of the world “arguably one of the 

most violent places on earth during the global spread of Western capitalism in the 

nineteenth century” (Evans 2004 167-68). A phenomenon of the experience in colonial 

Queensland that marked it out as especially violent was the widespread use of skilled 

Aboriginal police officers, the Native Police, whose involvement gave killing raids on 

Aboriginal camps the imprimatur of state sanction. The Native Police, or the Native 

Mounted Police, for they all rode on horses, operated with devastating effect from its 

founding in Queensland in 1848 up until the 1910s, though its lethal peak was in the 

1860s, 70s and 80s (Evans and Thorpe 26). Always led by a white officer, Native Police 

units of around six to eight Aboriginal men “were used as death squads to remove the 

Aboriginal inhabitants” from pastoral territory (Bottoms Conspiracy 5). Alan Hillier 

describes Native Police troopers as “the most efficient colonial police force in the world 

in its day” (qtd. in Evans and Thorpe 27). They were well-trained killing machines, 

excellent horsemen, experts in the use of rifles, pistols, axes and knives. When a Native 

Police unit rode into an Aboriginal camp in a dawn raid they would simply start 

shooting. There would be no pretence at making an arrest or striking up conversation 

over which Aboriginal person in a camp may have been responsible for killing cattle or 

raiding the property of a settler. Women, old people and children would often be 

slaughtered with long knives or axes or with the force of a rifle butt. If some people 

managed to flee the killings they would be tracked through the bush, sometimes for 

days, while back at the camps all items of value, such as spears, fishing gear, cooking 

and water carrying utensils, would be destroyed. Hillier points out that this kind of 

destruction influenced the ability of old men, women and children to survive in the 

bush, so that many who were not directly killed in a raid, died of starvation or thirst 

later on (qtd. in Evans and Thorpe 27).  

 

Calling these government officials “police” is a bit of a misnomer. Jonathan Richards in 

his 2008 book The Secret War—the first comprehensive history of Queensland’s Native 

Police—likens the Native Police in Queensland to army units that might be used in a 

colonial war. Native Police were not located in fixed police stations. They operated in 
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mobile units that shifted to various bases across the frontier as the need for pro-active 

intervention against Aboriginal resistance to pastoralism arose. Richards points out that 

ordinary European police in Queensland did not carry firearms on duty but the Native 

Police always did (2008 55). And they were given state-of-the-art weaponry: Snider 

breech-loading rifles, for instance, were issued in 1874 (55), increasing the force’s 

killing capacity as Sniders could fire five times faster than the muzzle loaders they 

replaced (Evans 2010 29). The white, European heads of Native Police units were often 

officers or the sons of officers who had served in various imperial wars. They were 

military strategists, not police officials. Richards says that in today’s world the Native 

Police would be called Special Forces (2008 8). Their sole purpose was the “immediate 

and brutal suppression of any Indigenous resistance to European colonisation” (2008 

12). Their job was to patrol the newly occupied pastoral districts, respond to calls from 

settlers, and make districts “quiet” (Richards 2008 11). In other words, the Native 

Police were there to protect the interests of pastoralists; they were there to protect sheep 

and cattle.  

 

In her study of the links between pastoralism and colonialism, (Creatures of Empire, 

2004), Virginia Anderson demonstrates how livestock in North America were 

specifically deployed to displace Indigenous people. Cattle, in particular, became the 

“advance guard” of colonial invasion; cattle pastoralism provided the invaders with “a 

primary motive” for their “relentless expansion” (Anderson 11). Deborah Bird Rose 

asserts that the very history of colonisation is a history of cattle and horses as well as 

people (74). She argues that Indo-European people’s relationships with these animals 

are enmeshed in an ethos which turns out to be ideally suited to conquest (74): “The 

phrase ‘clearing up the country’ or ‘clearing the land’ in the context of colonising 

pastoralism meant eradicating or subduing the natives in order to make room for cattle” 

(Rose 84). Such brutal practices are better understood, argues Rose, if cattle and horses 

are seen as non-human members of conquering societies (85). In fact, cattle become 

agents of colonisation in their own right as they are let loose into frontier regions in 

advance of the cattle owners or the drovers who manage them. They impact on the 

ecologies they encounter; they invade grasslands and destroy waterholes, bringing rapid 

and irreversible changes to entire landscapes (Rose 85). Cattle and other livestock, 

argues Anderson, assist in reconfiguring New World environments to suit European 

purposes: 

 

By competing with local fauna, clearing away underbrush, and converting 

native grasses into marketable meat, imported animals assist in the 

transformation of forests into farmland. These changes alone sufficed to 

disrupt the lives of native peoples. (4-5) 

 

In the Australian context, vast areas of land were rapidly and successfully colonised by 

sheep and cattle. Their impact on the environment was immediate and devastating. 

“Australian soils can cope with fire and drought,” says Tom Griffiths, “but not hooves” 

(2002 228). The cutting hooves of imported stock “powdered, hardened and bared the 

ground” and destroyed grasslands that Aboriginal people had managed for millennia. 

Griffiths refers to this as “dispossession by hoof” (228). The transformation of the 

landscape was not only ecological, it was also cultural and juridical, in that what was 

considered previously to have been wild bush, once it was invaded by cattle and 

pastoralists, became appropriated as property. It is in this sense that Shaun Milton 
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describes cattle as the “‘shock troops’ of colonial consolidation” (200). They are the 

first invaders, albeit non-humans.  

 

Spearing these first invaders—either for food or to stop them destroying the lived-in 

landscape—brought Aboriginal people into immediate conflict with pastoralists and, in 

Queensland, invited raids from the Native Mounted Police. As Ann McGrath puts it: 

“[C]attle spearing was an attack on raison d'être of frontiersmen” and had a “catalytic 

effect in provoking violence” (13). Aboriginal peoples’ very presence on the land was 

deemed to be incompatible with the needs of cattle pastoralism. The prevailing view in 

north Australian cattle country was expressed by a police officer: “[All cattle] stations 

are more or less losers because of natives being on them. Cattle and bush natives cannot 

together do well on the same country—the cattle must suffer” (qtd. in McGrath 14). 

This officer was plainly wrong: it was Aboriginal people who mostly suffered, as 

pastoralists asserted their claims to Aboriginal land.  

 

What must be acknowledged in this story is the way in which many Aboriginal people 

did eventually adapt to living with cattle on their land after the initial “battle for the 

waterholes” (McGrath 20) had ended. “Accommodation between Aborigines and 

pastoralists was reached everywhere sooner or later,” says Henry Reynolds, “although it 

took place gradually and unevenly” (171). Ann McGrath has documented the story of 

Aboriginal accommodation with the cattle industry in the Northern Territory in Born in 

the Cattle (1987); in a similar way, Dawn May’s Aboriginal Labour and the Cattle 

Industry (1994) examines developments in Queensland. Tom Griffiths notes that 

histories like McGrath’s and May’s offer a more nuanced narrative of the colonial 

frontier, as they “acknowledge the sharing, the creative tension, that [was] part of 

frontier experience” (1997 n.pag.). Nevertheless, as the historians Raymond Evans and 

Bill Thorpe point out, from the 1830s to the 1890s, it was the hunger for land for sheep 

and cattle, that is, it was “geographic imperialism with pastoralism as its core” that was 

“the fundamental reason why Aboriginal ‘conditions of life’ changed so radically, 

leading to their direct ‘physical destruction’” (34, emphasis in original). This, then, was 

the Queensland experience: cattle and their human managers were the “advance guard” 

(Anderson 11), the shock troops of empire, used to steal the land and establish colonial 

rule. 

 

But this is not at all the image of the cattleman/drover or of the pastoral experience that 

has been bequeathed to Australians through their history, literature and art. Pastoral 

landscape painters, from the 1820s, began erasing images of Aboriginal people from 

their panoramas, replacing them with images of cattle and sheep grazing in a seemingly 

“natural” environment. As Jeanette Hoorn points out in Australian Pastoral: The 

Making of a White Landscape, these paintings used a “visual language that presented 

Europeans as masters of a fertile land that had been ordered by them and in which they 

were able to experience leisure” (46). The task of the painter of pastoral landscapes, 

argues Hoorn, was to  

 

separate pastoralism from the forced occupation of the land […] Conflict 

and violence were unrepresentable under the dictates of decorum and it was 

the role of the painter of pastoral landscapes to efface this older, darker side 

in celebratory, decorous images. (10-11) 
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By the late 1870s, as pastoralism became the main source of colonial wealth, it came to 

be represented “as a source of moral good in the community” (Hoorn 134), and it was at 

this time that painters began to focus “more closely on the activity of Europeans in the 

landscape” (138-39). Painters and poets alike began to celebrate the figure of the (white) 

bushman responsible for producing pastoral wealth. Among the most eminent of these 

figures was the drover.  

 

In his landmark 1958 study of the making of the “Australian legend” (1), Russel Ward 

describes the free-reining frontiersman, managing cattle in the remote bush or semi-arid 

regions, as the most noble of bushmen. “[S]tockmen and bullocky-drivers,” says Ward, 

“enjoyed a certain pre-eminence, not only as the most highly skilled workers, but as 

composers and singers of ballads” (104). Of course, ballads were also written about 

stockmen. Banjo Paterson’s “Clancy of the Overflow”, published in 1889, is arguably 

the most famous eulogy to the lifestyle of the drover. In Paterson’s romanticised world 

of the heroic Australian stockman, the bush that Clancy inhabits is a peaceful, friendly, 

pleasurable place. The drover is a benign figure who sings as he drives an unhurried 

stream of cattle before him (“Clancy” 11). Pointedly, Clancy carries no gun. At least, no 

weapon is mentioned. Day and night he is able to marvel at a wondrous landscape 

(which is noticeably empty of Aboriginal people; they are being written out of the 

Australian story at this time). Crucially, as well, Clancy is in a particular location: he is 

on the margins of Queensland (“Clancy” 8), driving cattle along the Cooper (Creek), in 

the west of the colony. So, it is important to note that this idealised hero of the 

Australian bush, as depicted in this most famous of poems, is associated with the 

Queensland frontier in Australia’s national imaginary. The exalted epitome of 

Australian national identity, then, is a cattleman in Queensland—an Australian 

legend—held to be carefree, harmless to others, and in communion with the land.     

 

David Malouf’s Remembering Babylon (1993) and a number of other more recent 

novels set in Queensland are now starting to chip away at this statue-like icon of 

Australian national identity. The murder scene in Remembering Babylon, referred to 

above, is very brief. But I would suggest the text invites re-analysis in relation to what 

is now known about the extent and the nature of violence on the Queensland frontier 

and the demonstrated links between cattle pastoralism and the invasion of Aboriginal 

lands.  

 

In Malouf’s novel we learn that the protagonist, Gemmy, may have been killed: “[in] a 

‘dispersal’ six years before by a group of cattlemen and two native troopers, too slight 

an affair to be called a massacre, and no newspaper had got hold of it” (196). The term 

dispersal, punctuated as it is with quotation marks, is exposed as a common euphemism 

for the killing of Aboriginal people on the frontier. Further, an incident “too slight” to 

be called a massacre and not reported on, hints at how common such events were on the 

Queensland frontier. The narrator then continues by describing this “dispersal” in the 

following terms: “The blacks had been ridden down and brought to earth by blows from 

a stirrup iron at the end of a stirrup leather—an effective weapon, when used at a gallop, 

for smashing skulls” (196). As Mark Byron points out, the understatement used here is 

an “emphatically critical tool”; the episode is mentioned in passing “but its sense of 

outrage is clear,” says Byron: “it is difficult to ignore the underlying irony when the 

instruments of murder are appraised for their utility” (89).  
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Were stirrup irons actually used in “dispersals” in colonial Queensland? No evidence 

has arisen to date to show they were used directly in massacres.
1
 However, the stirrup 

iron is mentioned in a number of historical and archival texts for its use as a weapon of 

convenience on the frontier. Consider the following news story from the Darling Downs 

Gazette and General Advertiser from 4 April 1885, which is a reprint of an article that 

had appeared earlier in The Cairns Chronicle. The story was titled “Blacks in the 

North”: 

 

The danger of travelling without firearms, was remarkably well illustrated 

this week on the road to Herberton, when Mr Collinson was bailed up by the 

blacks on the road above the range. Having no revolver, he drew out his 

stirrup iron, gave the “war cry of the Collinson’s” and charged through the 

myall warriors at full speed, scattering them right and left by sheer audacity 

and the cool courage so characteristic of most of the old northern pioneers. 

Had Mr Collinson been a new chum, and his heart gone down into his boots 

at the first sight of the foe, he would probably never have returned to tell the 

tale. No man should travel anywhere in the north without effective firearms 

ready for immediate use, for no one knows the day nor the hour when the 

festive myall will waltz in on him with a carefully selected bundle of black 

palm spears. (qtd. in Richards 2013 n.pag.) 

 

This is not a report of a killing spree but it is a story of a stirrup iron being used in anger 

against Aboriginal people on the frontier. A piece of horse riding equipment becomes 

an effective substitute for a firearm. Of course, beyond the reference to the stirrup iron, 

the text is most revealing about the nature of frontier violence in Queensland at the time 

it was written. It indicates the ubiquitous and quite accepted use of firearms against 

Aboriginal people in remote areas. The fact that the Collinson clan had a “war cry” 

suggests that violent clashes with Aborigines had become such a common occurrence 

they were now being eulogised in battle cries by these esteemed “northern pioneers”. 

The Aborigines are clearly marked out as “warriors” and as the “foe” in this war, in 

which firearms should always be at the ready for “immediate use”.  

 

In another story from another frontier, Victoria’s Gippsland in the 1840s, the settler 

John MacLeod describes how he used a stirrup iron to ward off a threat when he went 

out looking for those responsible for spearing cattle on his property:  

 

I rode down unarmed as I had a young horse; about two miles or more from 

the hut I saw a native dog, and having no gun took out my stirrup leather 

intending to kill him with the iron, my horse took fright and pitched me and 

the saddle on the ground. (qtd. in Watson 170) 

 

MacLeod describes how the scrub immediately seemed “alive with blacks” as soon as 

he fell from his horse, though he managed to escape the encounter. As in the previous 

story from north Queensland, the decision to swing a stirrup iron was made on the spur 

of the moment when a gun was unavailable.  

 

Eric Rolls also refers to the use of stirrup irons in outback areas in a passage in his 

popular history, A Million Wild Acres. He first makes the point that frontier regions 

bristled with guns: “All stockmen, almost everybody travelling in the country, carried 

shotgun, rifle or pistol to shoot Aborigines, to shoot game, as a protection against the 
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plentiful bushrangers” (114). However, no stockman settled a property dispute with 

another stockman or squatter “with his pistol like the gun-toting cowboys of American 

legend”. Instead, Australian boundaries were settled, says Rolls, “by discussion, by 

fists, by swung whips and stirrup irons—nasty enough weapons—by […] sword” (114).  

 

The stirrup iron emerges in these texts as a piece of horse riding apparel that appears to 

have been an effective weapon against possible rivals or attackers—human or wild 

animal—in remote areas of the Australian colonies. 

 

David Malouf drew on yet another story about a swinging stirrup iron for Remembering 

Babylon, which he reports having read in Historical Sketch of Queensland, a book first 

published in 1886.
2
 In a section titled “Early Experiences with the Blacks” (Traill 22-

23), the writer of this popular history book (it was reprinted twice in succeeding years) 

concedes that in Queensland’s pioneer years “poisoning was a common resource in 

dealing with the wild blacks” (23). But he says that “such tragedies were generally 

insusceptible of proof” (23). And he goes on to say that such stories 

 

formed the text of yarns round the camp fire and in the shearers’ hut, just as, 

within the recollection of men not now past middle age, in northern 

Queensland, exciting accounts of battues of blackfellows were as common 

as sporting narratives of riding down dingoes or emus and bringing them to 

earth with a blow from a stirrup-iron swung at the end of the stirrup-leather, 

detached for the purpose, while the rider dashed along at a gallop. (Traill 

23) 

 

Battues is an interesting choice of word in this text. Battue more commonly refers to the 

practice of beating scrub or bush cover in order to drive game towards hunters. But it 

also means “wholesale massacre or indiscriminate slaughter” (“Battue”), and may have 

been closer to the meaning implied by the writer in this case, given his choice of 

preposition in “battues of blackfellows”. In any case, rounding up and killing 

Aborigines on the Queensland frontier becomes the stuff of campfire yarns, and is 

equated with feats of sporting prowess with a stirrup iron. Malouf reports reading the 

text passage quoted above and adapting the idea of a stirrup iron slaying, for his 

purposes, as a possible explanation for Gemmy’s death, in the novel Remembering 

Babylon (Malouf 2014 1-2).  

 

But there is more we can say about the choice of a swinging stirrup iron as a weapon of 

murder on the remote frontiers of nineteenth-century Australia, and, in addition, with 

regard to its symbolic resonances within contemporary fictional texts.  

 

First, a swinging stirrup iron, used instead of a gun, is a quieter, more surreptitious 

killer. As a necessary piece of riding equipment it can be brought into frontier regions to 

disguise real intent. Its relative silence muffles the sound of obvious murder outdoors at 

the same time as it echoes the quiet that will ensue about any killing having been done 

at all, both the conspiracy of silence to be upheld by those who do the deed as well as 

the silence in the history books thereafter. Second, killing someone up close with a 

stirrup iron instead of at some distance with a gun is more intimate. This makes killing 

more personal and, as macabre as it may sound, much more satisfying and even 

pleasurable for those involved in frontier warfare. In An Intimate History of Killing 

(1999) Joanna Bourke shows that the “association of pleasure with killing and cruelty 
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may be shocking, but it is familiar [in war]” (358). Combatants insist in their stories on 

myths of agency, and so experiences are often constructed in ways that “emphasise 

skill, intimacy and chivalry” (359). The more up-close-and-personal the encounter, the 

more memorable it remains. It is in this way that “exceptionally aggressive acts could 

be experienced as enjoyable” (359). The intimacy involved in cracking open someone’s 

skull with a stirrup iron—the “pleasures of killing were also linked to carnivalesque 

games,” says Bourke (360)—suggests a morbid sense of pleasure had evolved in the act 

of killing on Queensland’s frontier. Third, as borne out in the Historical Sketch of 

Queensland extract above, the use of a stirrup iron suggests that killing has become 

something of a sport on the Queensland frontier. The historian Timothy Bottoms reports 

that by the end of the nineteenth century, settlers in north Queensland had become so 

blasé about killing Aborigines they considered it a kind of sport, a “boy’s own 

adventure” on the frontier (Bottoms “Queensland’s Secret History” n.pag.). Fourth, 

being able to pull off such a feat—to remain atop a horse while swinging a stirrup iron 

through the air—is something that can only be done by skilled, riding professionals, and 

therefore Malouf’s choice of the stirrup iron serves as a symbolic link between frontier 

murder and good horse riding. Pointedly, then, in Malouf’s novel, it is “a group of 

cattlemen”, the new landowners, working in collusion with “native troopers” (196)—

who are responsible for ridding the land of Aboriginal people in Queensland’s north in 

such sporting fashion.  

 

The reference to a stirrup iron is repeated and the link between frontier murder and 

cattlemen becomes more overt in Alex Miller’s 2002 novel, Journey to the Stone 

Country. Miller’s novel centres on a relationship between Annabelle, a white 

Melbourne academic who grew up on a cattle station in Queensland, and Bo, an 

Aboriginal stockman who grew up on an adjoining station. The two did not really know 

each other as children but they meet as adults when Annabelle, fleeing a ruined 

marriage, flies back to Queensland to join an archaeologist friend on a field trip into the 

country of the Jangga people. Bo is the Jangga Aboriginal representative helping out on 

the land survey. All her life, Annabelle has remained proud of her parents’ and 

grandparents’ achievements as propertied pastoralists; she continues to believe in the 

decency of the old pastoral dynasties. But at the end of the novel, in what Peter Pierce 

calls the “long-delayed primal scene” (48), Annabelle learns that her own grandfather 

and a neighbouring white cattleman had murdered Aboriginal people to claim the land 

she grew up on. In fact, it turns out they murdered some of Bo’s ancestors. This 

revelation occurs when Bo takes Annabelle to visit one of his aunties, Panya, who 

admonishes Bo for planning to live with Annabelle. Panya recounts how as a small 

child she hid within the carcass of a dead bull in a clearing and watched Annabelle’s 

grandfather and his best mate kill her family: 

 

I seen that Louis Beck [Annabelle’s grandfather] ride down my little brother 

across that clearing and bust his skull wide open with his stirrup iron [...] I 

see that little boy running for the shelter of the scrub every day of my life 

and that horse coming up on him and I see he’s not gonna make it and I cry 

out to him and weep for that little boy every day of my life. My dear and 

loving family killed by the grandfather of that woman you got standing 

there beside you! (Miller 339-40) 

 

Interestingly, the stirrup iron busting open the boy’s skull is mentioned three more times 

in succeeding pages; twice more by Panya (341, 344) and once upon reflection by 
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Annabelle, when she walks outside of Panya’s house and reflects on the shock of what 

she has just heard: 

 

She could see her fierce grandfather’s bronze stirrup catch the cold glint of 

moonlight as he swung it over the head of the terrified little boy running for 

the shelter of the scrub, the triumphant yell of the hunter on horseback. The 

child’s thin bleached cry of terror cut short. The flash and smack of the hit. 

Dispute settled! My land now! (347) 

 

What we have here is a very different portrayal of the figure of the cattleman or the 

stockman on horseback. He is not the horse-borne hero of popular Australian 

imagination but a murderer of helpless kids. The stirrup iron, once again, becomes a 

metonym for the presence of the cattleman at the scene of colonial crime. The cattleman 

is everywhere on Queensland’s nineteenth-century frontier and one of his jobs is to 

clear the land of Indigenous inhabitants to make room for cattle.  

 

Although I have only cited two novels in which the stirrup iron is used by the 

drover/cattleman as a murder weapon, such an object, given its symbolic resonance, 

might now be added to Patrick Buckridge’s inventory of icons—or “epitomes” as he 

calls them—of nationality in Australian literature (2). Buckridge has proposed a model 

for analysing the rhetoric of nationality in Australian literary texts from various forms 

and periods. He states that many literary and cultural texts of the 1890s seem to  

 

epitomize Australia using certain carefully selected and highly condensed 

icons of Australianess and in doing so to suggest, demonstrate or assert the 

largely inexpressible virtue of the icon, and hence (by a metonymy which is 

often implicit) of ‘Australia.’ (2) 

 

Buckridge argues that “an epitomising rhetoric has continued to inform a great deal of 

Australian writing ever since” (5), possibly because the “very absence of a distinct 

political identity or of a revolutionary history created a patriotic focus on objects rather 

than events or broad principles as the national symbols readiest to hand” (6). In this 

sense, then, many epitomes—various icons of the bush and of mateship, for instance—

are used in a strongly celebratory fashion (4). However, other epitomes “work to focus, 

rather than evade, contentious issues in Australian life” (9). Some writers, Buckridge 

notes, now use “traditional national epitomes as instruments with which to question 

rather than merely affirm, received national values” (9). This is exactly the work that the 

(newer) icon of the stirrup iron, as a metonym for the (older) icon of the cattleman, is 

doing in the fiction of Malouf and Miller. They function as a double-barrelled set of 

icons that, to borrow again from Buckridge, radically question and resist “the politics 

and ideologies of nationalism from within the system of national reference” (13), that is, 

they challenge the powerful myth of the drover/cattleman as a benign frontiersman of an 

idyllic Australian pastoral.  

 

Perhaps not surprisingly, Buckridge specifically refers to Paterson’s “Clancy of the 

Overflow” in his discussion of the rhetoric of nationality. He argues that the “text 

actively makes Clancy into an epitome, not by reporting what he did or does, but by 

describing and framing him in a certain way” (3). Clancy, indeed, is framed as the 

archetype or the epitome of the drover/bushman.  
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Clancy’s essential characteristic […] is his elusiveness, not only 

geographically but also epistemologically, that is, as an object of 

knowledge. At any given time his precise whereabouts are unknown, his 

exact occupation is uncertain. He exists for the poet […] in an ideal outback 

of nostalgic memory. (Buckridge 4) 

 

I return to Journey to the Stone Country at this point because this is also exactly how the 

principal drover-figure is framed at the beginning of the novel: as an archetypal ideal of 

outback nostalgia. In Miller’s text, however, this framing is a set-up; the ideal is created 

in order for it to be shattered, in the end. It is the character of Annabelle, and her 

changing perceptions of the drover-figure throughout the novel, that we need to follow 

in this regard. Rebecca Dorgelo notes that Annabelle is a “symbol of white Australia” in 

Miller’s novel. Annabelle’s ways of negotiating “the tragedies of the past can be read 

metonymically as white Australia’s quest” (Dorgelo 130).
3
 Early on in the novel, then, 

we discover an Annabelle who very much sees the stockman as a figure of romance and 

reverence (much as “white Australia” does or has done). This is most evident in a scene 

when she first sees and takes particular note of a stranger, a short distance away, whom 

she has not yet met. The stranger turns out to be Bo, but given that Annabelle does not 

yet know who he is, it is interesting to note, in the following passage, how she perceives 

and codifies this character: 

 

[He] wore a pale cowboy hat set back on his head, a stripy shirt and blue 

jeans, his pointy-toed riding boots turned over at the heels. Annabelle 

recognised in him the style of man who had worked for her father; the 

itinerant stockmen who stayed a season, mustering the scrubs then rode out 

with a polite goodbye and were not seen again, or who maybe reappeared a 

year or two later to muster the scrubs again, greeting you as if they had not 

been away and no time had passed. Independent, gracious and modest 

horsemen. Silent for the most part. Respecting the mysterious ways of the 

scrub cattle. Going about their business and then leaving with their cheque 

when they were done. Leaving you with the impression that although they 

were hired hands they worked for themselves, seeking some higher purpose 

of the brotherhood to which they belonged and acknowledging their equals 

only in each other. (Miller 18) 

 

Annabelle is immediately attracted to this man, although it is not his body or his face or 

his eyes or anything he says that she finds endearing about him; it is the romanticised 

persona he represents. This cowboy/stockman reminds her of her childhood and the 

people her father admired on their family property. In the same way that Clancy is an 

elusive, enigmatic, eternal figure, in Buckridge’s reading of Paterson’s celebrated poem, 

so too is the (as yet) unidentified stockman in Miller’s text a timeless, mysterious 

archetype. For Annabelle, at first glance, this stockman is a figure of nostalgia, a figure 

of white Australian admiration and affection. 

 

Certainly, the fact that Annabelle is actually looking at Bo, an Aboriginal man—not a 

white Australian stockman, like Clancy—and a man who later becomes her lover, 

problematizes a literary reading of Miller’s drover as a mere auxiliary for Paterson’s. Bo 

and Annabelle’s relationship is central to the drama of the novel, allowing Miller to 

explore “the terrain of black and white relations in Australia” (Stretton n.pag.). The fact 

that Bo is a drover, that as an Aboriginal man he is cast as having worked in an area 
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normally reserved in representations of the Australian pastoral for white Australian 

bushmen, can be read as an acknowledgment of the role of Aboriginal stockmen in the 

history of northern development. As Ann McGrath shows in Born in the Cattle, 

Aboriginal people were indispensable to the economic survival of remote cattle stations. 

However, as Jeanette Hoorn notes, “Although black men and women were a part of the 

pastoral workforce, they are all but absent in the canvasses of pastoral painters” (11). 

Miller’s text seeks, among other things, to reinstate an Aboriginal presence into the 

pastoral landscape.    

 

But these wider thematic engagements, developed later in the novel, do not work to 

counter the particular discursive framework being set in place, here, so early in the 

novel, when Annabelle first sees an unknown stockman. There is no suggestion in the 

first-impressions passage cited above that Annabelle is looking at an Aboriginal (or a 

non-Aboriginal) man. It should be noted, too, that the reader has been given no prior 

knowledge as to the Aboriginality or non-Aboriginality of the man being looked at, so 

that he/she is as blind to the Indigeneity of the character, at this point in the text, as 

Annabelle is textualised as being. As if to reinforce the point that the man Annabelle is 

looking at is first and foremost a template of nostalgic reverence, we read immediately 

after her visual encounter: “Annabelle smiled to see him. ‘A Queensland ringer,’ she 

said [to her friend Susan]. ‘I haven’t seen one of them for a long time’” (Miller 18).
4
 

Annabelle defines this man in no other way than via his profession. With Annabelle as 

the focaliser, Miller presents us with a facsimile of the esteemed drover.  

 

I have laboured to stress the point of Annabelle’s sentimental encounter with the drover 

figure, early on in the novel, because of the work the text does later to shatter this 

illusion of the drover as an unblemished figure of benign innocence. After Annabelle 

hears Panya’s story of the massacre perpetrated by her own grandfather and his friend, 

the cattleman-figure, the archetype that she reveres, becomes sinister. The drover/ 

stockman/cattleman suddenly loses his iconic appeal, and Annabelle feels “sick in the 

stomach [...] afraid and ashamed and angry all at once” (346). At this moment, with the 

revelation of her own grandfather’s involvement in murder, there is a marked change in 

the way Annabelle recalls her family’s past. A series of very specific juxtapositions are 

introduced, which alternate between the previously-held “grand” image of the 

cattleman/drover and an updated “haunting” image. So, instead of thinking of her own 

grandfather fondly as “pastoralist, pioneer, cattleman, Louis Nicholas Beck” (348), 

Annabelle recalls instead an image of him as an “old cattleman [...] shrunken and 

without dignity [...] a dry husk of a man” (348). Her grandfather’s cowboy hat is not 

sitting (as it was in Bo’s case) relaxedly on his head but is now “narrow-brimmed”, and 

his face is not smiling but “grinning senselessly at the world. His life and deeds brought 

to ruin by the haunting of his past” (348). Annabelle now realises that “the celebrated 

pioneering forebears of the district had been murderers and thieves […] For in truth 

there were no other means than murder by which they might have acquired their land” 

(348-49). The image of the noble, benign, pioneering cattleman of Australian legend has 

been destroyed in Miller’s text. 

 

Alex Miller and David Malouf are not the only Queensland novelists who in recent 

years have sought to disrupt the romantic stereotype of the cattleman that has largely 

prevailed in Australia, from Paterson’s poetic “Clancy” in 1889 to Luhrmann’s filmic 

“Drover” in Australia in 2008. I would like to examine, briefly, just four of these texts. 
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Janette Turner Hospital’s 1996 novel Oyster and Thea Astley’s Drylands (1999) are 

both set in Clancy-of-the-Overflow land, the outback edge of semi-arid Queensland 

cattle country. But the world of kindly voices that greeted Clancy in the murmur of the 

breezes, that vision splendid of the sunlit plains extended, has disappeared. The vision 

has been replaced by the nightmares of struggling, embittered graziers who are 

continually reminded that the land had other owners before they came along. In 

Hospital’s Oyster—a fantastical tale of cultism, opal mining and the Armageddon-like 

destruction of a desert town—the cattle-station owners are armed with the latest in 

weaponry to defend rich opal seams on their land. The only grazier still running cattle 

on his property is shunned by the other land owners because he is trying to learn from 

Aboriginal land managers, whom he acknowledges “were here for forty thousand years, 

through droughts and floods, living off the fat of the land” (Hospital 279). This younger 

new-generation cattleman, with ecological leanings, realises that if the “raping of the 

land” continues 

 

[it] will be degraded down to rock. It won’t support a blade of grass or any 

living thing [...] I don’t understand why it’s taken us so long to learn from 

them. It’s really quite simple to practise drought-proof farming. (279) 

 

In Thea Astley’s Drylands, among the various tales of woe in outback Queensland, 

there is the story of Benny Shoforth. Shoforth was conceived by a white pastoralist, a 

big-name, cattle-station owner, who raped his 12-to-13 year old Aboriginal house girl, 

while his wife was away on a holiday (Astley 158). The house girl, Jilly, was then 

sacked, and the “fringe-dwellers” that she lived with at the edge of the property were 

moved on. Benny was taken from his mother as a small child and grew up on a reserve. 

Here, in the last novel Thea Astley wrote before she died, the chief exploiter of 

Aboriginal people in twentieth-century Queensland is a cattle pastoralist.  

 

Two novels by Aboriginal author Alexis Wright tell even grimmer tales of the 

exploitation of Indigenous people in Queensland by the pastoralists who invaded the 

land with their cattle. In Wright’s first novel, Plains of Promise (1997), the local “cattle 

station people” are blamed for the brutal murder of a “Chinaman” found in bushland 

near St Dominic’s Mission for Aborigines (Wright 1997 132). At this point in the novel, 

the narrator contemplates the way pastoralists condoned the union of immigrant Chinese 

men and local Aboriginal women: 

 

They provided the pastoralists with a stable workforce, after all. A good 

Chinese was not likely to go walkabout for weeks […] He would make sure 

his “wife” caused no trouble for the boss or the missus […] The large 

numbers of children that came from these liaisons were considered good 

assets towards the future workforce in these isolated places. Tied to the 

cattle station owner, there would be nowhere else for them to go. (133) 

 

Wright’s narrator goes on to describe Aboriginal people who lived on cattle stations in 

outback Queensland, or who were born on them, as belonging to a generation of 

workers who “lived in slavery” and were  

 

bound to the most uncivilised and cruellest people their world had ever 

known. Those enslaved were the Aborigines who had escaped the 
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whiteman’s bullet, his whip, his butchering and trophy collections – the sets 

of severed ears decorating the lounge-room wall.  (133) 

 

Wright, who grew up in north-west Queensland and is herself of Chinese-Aboriginal 

ancestry, made the chief villain in her next novel “a prosperous cattle man” (2006 29). 

Stan Bruiser is the name of the iconoclastic mayor of the fictional Queensland town of 

Desperance in Wright’s 2006 novel Carpentaria. Bruiser made his money on a lucky 

investment in a mining company in the 1970s (29), and consolidated his wealth by 

buying up “drought-time cattle properties” at rock-bottom prices to establish himself as 

the richest and most powerful man in the region (30). Bruiser is the town bully and a 

nightmare for Aboriginal people in the story, a man who concurrently holds political 

office and owns cattle stations. He is happy to tell anyone who will listen to him about 

his “employment policy” for the town’s Aboriginal people: 

 

‘They should be sent back to the cattle stations and made to work for 

nothing, board and keep, that’s good enough for them if they aren’t 

interested in making money to get ahead like everyone else.’ (31) 

 

The focus in recent fiction on the effects of cattle pastoralism on Aboriginal cultures in 

Queensland brings attention to bear on the ultimate marker of and motivating force 

behind settler colonialism in Australia: the struggle for land. Patrick Wolfe argues that 

some scholars of colonialism have missed the point in focusing on the murder of 

Indigenous peoples because of who they were rather than where they were:  

 

Whatever settlers may say – and they generally have a lot to say – the 

primary motive for elimination [of the native] is not race (or religion, 

ethnicity, grade of civilization, etc.) but access to territory. Territoriality is 

settler colonialism’s specific, irreducible element. (388) 

 

The ceaseless expansion of agriculture and commercial pastoralism eats into Indigenous 

territory, argues Wolfe, turning native flora and fauna into a dwindling resource and 

curtailing Indigenous modes of production: “Indigenous people are either rendered 

dependent on the introduced economy or reduced to the stock-raids that provide the 

classic pretext for colonial death-squads” (395). In other words, in Queensland cattle 

country, Indigenous people either become indentured to “the most uncivilised and 

cruellest people their world had ever known,” as Alexis Wright chooses to put it in her 

fiction (1997 133), or they become involved in what historian Raymond Evans calls 

undeclared warfare, “with no declared rules of engagement or agreed parameters. It is a 

territorial, unscrupulous, terrorising, scrappy and dirty conflict, replete with genocidal 

incidents” (Evans 2010 22).   

 

Those who experienced Queensland’s frontier conflict were frank enough to describe it 

variously, at the time, as “the Great Fear,” “the Wild Time,” “the red, shocking years,” 

and the ‘“war” of sad ingloriousness’” (Evans 2004 168). Later, with the frontier 

winding down and Federation approaching, a pattern of denialism regarding frontier 

warfare became “hegemonic, pervading education, literature, media, religion and 

politics” (Bottoms Conspiracy 2). Thereafter, for most of the twentieth century, the 

stories and the ballads of bloody butchery about how the Queen’s land was won for the 

Empire were replaced by ballads of the quaint, easy-going Sunshine State, a good and 

peaceful land of peanut farmers and pineapples, a picture postcard paradise. 
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Queensland’s narrative of the frontier, which is so intimately connected with Australian 

national folklore, is now being re-examined, in all of its sad ingloriousness, by 

historians and by a number of Queensland fiction writers. 

 

 

                                                 

Notes 

 
1
 I am indebted to Queensland historians Paul Turnbull, Jonathan Richards and 

Raymond Evans, whom I contacted directly on this question. They scoured their 

memories and their records on my behalf, and it was Jonathan Richards who found the 

“Blacks in the North” newspaper report I quote from in this article. 
2
 Revealed in a handwritten letter from David Malouf, in response to questions about 

Remembering Babylon. 
3
 In quoting Dorgelo to support my particular reading of Miller’s text, I should point out 

that Dorgelo is critical of what she calls Annabelle’s “indigenising journey” (130) in the 

novel. In short, Dorgelo argues that Journey to the Stone Country enacts “a fantasy of 

white appropriation behind the mask of reconciliation” (129). 
4
 A ringer is another word for a drover or stockman. As the Australian National 

Dictionary online puts it, a ringer is: “A stockman, esp. as employed in droving” 

(“Ringer”).  
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